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Sources  of  R'& D Funding and Indtistriai Growth  

• *ABSTRACT- 	- 	• 	• 

The paper considers the-growth-promoting  impacts of differently 

sourced R & D expendittire funds across a Eample of two-digit Canadian 

manufacturing indUstriea. .-An aggregate production function relating 

nominal output to variouS inputs, including R & D ekpenditures, is 

specified and.éstimated for the entire sample of industries .  as well 

as for subsets of the sample. The regression results provide  the  basis 

for the paper's main conclusion that the growth-promoting impact of 	• - 

both government and privately finanCedll & D is - lowein thétwo industries 

• réceiving the bulk of federal R A D fUnds than ip other•industries. 



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

The purpose of this study is to provide some additional evidence 

on the relationship between sources of industrial R&D funding and subsequent 

industrial growth experience. The specific question investigated is whether 

government financed R&D has the same impact on industrial growth as privately 

financed R&D. 

The growth in the undeflated dollar value of industrial output 

over time is used as a single measure of the impact of R&D. This rate of 

growth of nominal output was calculated for fourteen two-digit industrial 

groups comprising the industries in the sample. These included 

fabricated'metal products, machinery, transportation equipment, electrical 

products, petroleum, and chemical produCtS. 

The measure.of industrial research intensity used was the ratio 

of total_intramural R&D expenditures to one hundred  dollars of sales in 1961 

• for all. firms reporting R&D - payments.. 

The study provides some evidence that the1t&D growth process is, 

in part, dependent upon the sources of funding for R&D expenditures. 

Specifically, the growth promoting impact of privately financed R&D 

expenditures appears weaker for two manufacturing industries (electrical 

products and transportation equipment) which received the bulk of federal 

government financing than for the other industries in the sample. The 

weaker growth promoting impact for privately financed R&D in the electrical 

products and transportation equipment industries suggests that private and 

publically funded R&D are complimentary activities. It appears that in 

choosing policies to stimulate industrial R&D, the government is confronting 

a tradeoff between the provision of improved "public-type" goods and more 

rapid industrial growth. The provision of government contracts for research 

in the public goods area should not be expected to generate growth to the 

same extent as outright government grants to firms for performance of market 

oriented R&D or as indirect measures to stimulate increased private R&D 

funding. 



Introduction  

TheAndustrial R &D effort in Canada . has historically, been low s 

in comparison to  efforts in Other'developed countrieà. » Policy makers 

conCerned.with promoting greater efficiency in Canadian Manufacturing 

industries have suggested implementation of policies to increase industrial 

expenditures on research and development. 1 Several Canadian studies 

have demonstrated that a significant relationship does exist between 

industrial research and development intensity and subsequent industrial 

growth. 2  Thus, if previous production relationships remain reasonably 

constant, increases in the level of industrial R & D expenditures can 

be expected to generate signficantly increased efficiency and subsequent 

industrial growth. 

Even if this premise is accepted, however, several important questions 

should be addressed before major policy programs are implemented. One 

such question is, should industrial R & D expenditures be increased 

dliectly through the provision of government grants to industry for 

performing specific R & D projects or should the government employ in-

direct measures to encourage increased private funding of industrial 

R & D 0 3  A related question is what percentage of government grants should 

. &major recommendation of the Senate Special Committee - on Science . 
Policy was that industrial . R & D expenditures be increased by sixteen' 
percent per annum.over the-decade. See Report of The Senate Special - 
Committee on Science  Poli, (1972, p. 499). 

2. • See Globerman (1972) and Wilkinson (1968). 

3 0  Examples of "indirect" policies might include such things as tax 
credits and depreciation allowances for R & D expenditures, policies 
to encourage merger activity where returns to scale exist in R & D 
activity, etc. 



be tied to projects'falling intO the area of public goods (e.g. defence), 
• . 

• and what:percentage should be -devoted to  research and  development Into 

market oriented products'and proceSsea? Strictly from:the standpoint 

of proMoting induatrial growth, the optimarfinancing arrangement Would 

result in the private rate of return to.the.various government financed 

industrial R &ID programs equallingthe rate of return to privately 

financed industrial  R & D. 

There is some evidence from U.S. experience that the rates of return - 

to government financed and . privately financed industrial R &'D are not , 

equals Leonard ;(1971):found that the relationships between federally 

funded R & p and.Various measures of industrial growth Were stronger 

uhen the two industries:.receiving the.greatest amount-of government 

(i.e.aircraft and nissiles ! and,electrical products), 

were deleted from-the entiresample of indùstries. The author postulated 

two interrelated reasons: - forthe:resultsi  1. the disproportionate 

concentration of federal R & D funds - in two  industries results  in• 

diminishing returns téi R & p expenditures in those industries; 2. firms 

heavily involved in defence or space research fail to discern the sales 

possibilities of,products .  developed with federal funds, or lack  the  

know-how to,exploit such products commerCially. Leonard's. conclusion 

that thé rate of return to priVately financed R & D exceed's, the  rate of 

 return  t • 	financed R & D.isbased on a 'simple correlation 

analysis. The possibility existsthat this ,relatiônship reflects the 

influence of differences in other industry Specific factors not directly 

• included  iii the model. 



The purpose  of  this study is to provide .  some additional evidence 

on the relationship between sources of industrial R & D funding - and 

subsequent indnstrial growth experience. The specific question . to - be 

inveStigated is whether government financed R & D has the same impact 

on industrial growth as privately financed R & D. Some evidence bearing 

on the important question. of whether there are increasing returns to 

industrial R & D'expenditures will also be presented. • 

Emn.rical.Test and Results  

In this study, a single measure of the impact of R & D is employed: 

the growth in the undeflated dollar value of Industrial output over time. 

Some justification for the use of nominal rather than real output growth 

should therefore be provided. 

Research and development expenditures can be viewed as an input in 

the production function. The output of .  the R & D activity in any firm 

is increased knowledge about the production process enabling the firm 

to produce existing products at lower cost or to produce new or improved 

products that are superior to existing products. The development of 

product improvements as well as process innovations conceptually give 

•rise to increases in real income. If a commodity is defined as a 

composite of different characteristics, the development of new or improved 

products can be viewed as allowing consumers to maintain given levels 

of satisfaction, defined in terms of baskets of product "characteristics", 

• 
with a smaller expenditure of real resources in the production process. 

'A full discussion of how new product introduction.can be successfully 
- analyzed within this consumption technology framewOrk is provided 
in Lancaster (1966), 



Surveys of indUstrial R & D processes have concluded, on the whole, 

that the major portion of industrial R  &D expenditures are devoted - 

to developing new'products or to modifying existing products, (i.e. 

quality : improvement). .For example, Gustafson (1962) cites results.of 

surveyS conducted by McGraw-Hill into objectives of business R & D. 

One survey found that 48 percent of R & D was devoted tà new product 

development; an additional>41 percentwas devoted to improving existing 

product's while only 11 percent was devoted to developing new processes.. 

Mansfield (1968) found in a survey of R & D activities for a sample of 

Ohemical and petroleum_companies.that Most firms expected their R.& D 

processes. to pay off in 5 years or less. Since it .takes considerably 	. 

longer than thià before a radically new process or product eVen hits 

.the market,. the . emphasiaon short pay-off,  periods is taken to indicate 

that most  R& D in thesefirms is geared toward improvements or minor . 

changes  in existing products. 	 _ 	, 

Improved'product quality.should, cet. par., lead to increasés-iu .1 

indices of nominal as.well as real output.. While Èrowth in:total...sales - 

and nominal output of,any one firm introducing product improvements may 

bé constrained by . rival firm ihnovatiVe activities, totalindustry sales . 

and , output. should increase through, if nothing elSe,•increased eXport 

aCtivity.
3  It is likely, 119W-ever, that concomitant with increased-quality 

will . be  higher prices for new commodities,  on net  balance, still giving 

• - rise to increased real.income. The  problem involved  in  deflating output _ 

statistica by conventional priçe indices is that these . indices do hot- 

, New product'introduCtion as asource of comparative advantage is 
' the basis of the "productlifb cycle hypothesis of'trade.• For some 

recent empirical evidence on this hypothesis see Vernon, ed, (1970). 



• 

make adjustments,for quality improveMents. A potential result, therf  ore, 

of Using real output measures is serioùs underestimation of growth 

rates of technolOgically,progressive induStries. Of course, an alternative 

bias might arise in using nominal .output growth rates, since changes 

in factor'prices would . bring about changes in this index.. 

If we were concerned with explaining aggregate industrial growth, 

real output measures would be appropriate . since . aggregate price indices 

are likely dominated by factor price changes. However, oùr concern . is  

with explaining . inter7industry differences in output growth rates. For 

purposes Of,comparing-industries, With reasonably similar production , 

functions, liases . asseciated with.the failure to.properly account for 

improved product quality may be more severe than the failure to hold 

factor price movements constant. Since it is not unambiguously clear, 

for our purposes,,which. growth  index • is less biased, some comfort . can . 	. 

be drawn from two previously.cited . studies,which have shown that the 

émpirical . relationphip between research intensity.and: Subseqüent induStrial: 

growth is relatively insensi•ive to the growth measure chosen. 6  

: The rate çf growth of:mominal.outpùt Was calculated for fourteen - 

two-digit industrial . groups comprising the saMple of industries in the  

study. (The list of industries is.given in table one of the appendix) . . 

. 	A measure of industrial research intensity used was the ratio of 

total • intramural R & D expenditures to one hundred. dollars of sales in 

1961 for all. firms.reporting R & D paymentS in their respective industries. 

This variable is:henceforth Rio - , Obviously this • measure• r of research 

6. See Leonard (1971) and Globerman (1972). 



intensity is a direct measure only of the research intenSity of firms • 

which report explicit R & D eXpenditures in éaCh of thé saMple industries. 

Some rationale must be offered for using:this variable as a Proxy for' • 

the  R & D intensity of the entire industry: 7 , The explanation offered 

is that many firms which - do mbt report R & D expenditures receive the 

benefits of R & D expenditures made by other firms in the industry.- The 

benefità can be received in the form of-licensing arrangements and 

patent purchases. In additiarn, jmery -new products can be imitated by 

rival firms without infringirrg on the patent rights of the innovating 

firm. An unbiased index of technological progressivity should include 

payments for licenses, expenclitures made for imitating rival products, 

et. al. •  Unfortunately, such data do not exist on an industry basis. 

The use of the chosen research intensity measure as an index of industrial 

research intensity assumes that the ratio of "unreported" R  &.P  expenditures 

• to sales -- for firms not explicitly reporting R & D payments -- equals 

the ratio of reported R & D. expenditures to sales for firms reporting 

R & D payments. The alternative index, reported R .& D expenditures to 

total industry sales, carries the implicit assumption that there is 

no intra-industry technological diffusion. 	This is, I feel, a far more 

restrictive assumption than that employed in developing the Ri  series. 

The R1 research intensity ,measure includes industrial R & D financed 

with federal funds. An alternative research intensity measure derived 

7 0 An alternative measure of:research intensity is the ratio.of R & D 
expenditUres to sales of all. firms in an industry. 



was the'ratio of non-government •funded'intramural  R.& D expenditures 	. 

to one hundred  dollars of sales for all firms reporting R & D expendieures 

in 1961; . (henceforth Rà) 81. It . is readily apparent that the overwhelming .. 

proportion of contracted . government R•& D in 1961 went to two industries: ' 

transportation equipment and electrical products. • 
•• 

&preliminary test of the relationship between industry growth  and 

 soùrces of R.  & D funding was conducted as follows: growth rates of 

nominal output were lagged behind the R & D expenditure year so that 

the growth rates of the output series are Measured beginning with the 

.third year àfter the, R  &D  input; (assuming this ià the minimal lag 

between expenditures on,R & D and their impact). In keeping with the • 

evidence from the production literature, i.e. a multiplicative relatiOnship 

between oùtput and inputs 

-as the output growth rate  

-thê two measurea ofrèsearch intensity as well 

series were converted to natural logs. A. 

simplecorrelation analysis was perforMed for. the entire sample. Resùlte 

of the test are giVen in table two of the appendix. The simple correlatiOn 

coefficients are all.significant at the -.05 level  for  periods  1960-65 

threugh1.9668. 9  It .çan . be seen that there is :virtually . no difference 

in the relationships between the two measures of research intensity and 

subsequent industrial growth. 

8 0  Values for Ri  and R2  are given in table one of the appendix.: Since 
attention Will be focùsed on differences in the RI  and R2. parameters 
(rather than their: abselute_levela)i: the choiCe of the sales deflator - 
becomes of . reduCéd iMpOrtance. 	- 

_ 	. 
The StrikinglY Iow coefficient fOrthe .  period-1960.64-probably reflects-. 
the Unrepresentative-nature of 1964:as an end-point basing period. 



The possibility exists that the observed similarity in the relation-

ships between the ed0 research intensity measures and industrial growth 

is the result of offsetting influences of other variables correlated 

with both R & D and growth. To test for this possibility, the following 

production relationship was estimated separately for each measure of 

R & D: 

ln Yi • = ln a + bi  ln tj + b2  ml Li  +13 ln Ki  + ln ei 

where Yi = the rate of growth of output for the ith industry 1960-68; 

Ri = research intensity, (both Ri  and R2), :h1 1961; Li  = growth rate 

in an index of total employment, 1961-68; Ki = growth rate in an index of 

capital stock, 1960-68, and ei is a random error term. 

When two separate equations were estimated for the two measures of 

research intensity, significant collinearity was found to exist between 

tbe research variables and the capital input variable. The production 

relationships  were  consequently, re-estimated deleting the capital 

variable. In addition, the degree of foreign ownership in the ith 

industry, (0i), for 1962 was introduced :into the estimating equation. 

If export restrictions and similar sanctions constrain the growth of 

foreign subsidiaries, and R & D performance is correlated with foreign 

ownership, the simple relationships between research intensity and 

growth could be biased downward. 

The results of the estimation for all fourteen industries are given 

as equations one and two in table three. No significant difference can 

be found between the research intensity parameters of equations one and 



two.. This result was not unexpected in lightof the fact that there. . . 

.1s ,  yirtually no.differencel)étween R1 and  R2  for  twelve. of . thefourteen 

„sample industries. •,- . 	. 

In .equation three, electrical products and transportation equipment.: 

were deleted from the sample. The production reiationshipi with the • 

R2  research  intensity variable employed, was estimated for the remaining 

industries. ›, A comparison of the R2  Parameters  in  equations two and three. 

shows that the proportionate relationship between growth in Output and 

privately  financed research per one hundred dollars of sales increases 

.:by approximately eleven percentage points : when electrical.products and 

transportation equipment are not in theeemple. :Tbat is, the elasticity 

of output with respect to changes in privately financed R & D . exPenditures 

is approximately eleven percent lower  in  the electrical products and 	' 

.transportation equipMent industries than in other secondary manufacturing 

Industries, , 	 • 
. 	. 

• 	One possible explanation for the above reSult is that there are 

diminishing returns to privately financed R & p exPenditures in the two 

deleted industries. Some evidence that this result is not  due  to 

diminishing.returns is provided in the following . test: equation.four 	. 

was,est•mated for'twelyeindüstrieSi'deleting eiectriçalproducts and 	. 

chemical products. 'Chemical products is  the second.most research intensive 

industry  in the  sample by . the . R2  intensity measure. 'Tf.diminishing returns 

to privately finaaced research ekpenditures are significant, one would.  - 

exPect the R9 parameter to be higher in:equatien four than in equation thrée,' 



since chemical prOducts are more research . inténsive than transportation 

equipment. 'In fact, the parameter is loWer... 

, An alternative interpretatiOn of the'results is that incteasing 

returns exist to private R & D expenditures. Hence the Ri parameter 

-is - lcA;7er when the more research intensive  chemical industry is.deleted 	. 

froM the samplè:than when transportation equipment is the deleted industry. 

test of this - hypothesis is provided in equation five.  For this equation ; 

 electrical products and machinery  are  deleted from the sample of industries. 

SinCe machinetyAS less research intensive -(byour R2 measure) than 

chemical products,:the,Ri  parameter should be higher in. equation five,. 

than in équation four to support thè increaSing returns hypothesis. The 

parameter is, In facti.lower. 

-Another-check  on. the  consistency of our reéults was provided.by  

3ncluding electrical products and transportation equipment in the sample 

and deleting two othér.industries'selected at random. Equation  six 	- 

reports results,when the food and beverages and fabridated metals. industries 

are  deleted-from the sample. .The.estimated value. of the R2 parameter is' : 

consiatent,with preceeding  observations  that R & D - output elasticity , 

relationships,ae lower in.the electrical-products, and tranbportation 

equipment industries . than  in  other secondary manufacturing  industries. 

hile it would be deSitàbie to test this:hypothesis in more detail, by 

deleting other, industries and estimating the production relationship, it 

does not appear that Our conclusion is particulatly  sensitive  to.  alternative.  

choices of saMple industries. 
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Before draWing further.conclusions from these -results Some additional 

consideration must be given. to remaining pOtential 'Sources Of empirical 

bias.....An'asSumptionimplicit in cross-section  studies of this-type 

• is  that the functional relationship specified betWeen the dePendent 

And independént variables is similar for the different  industries in the 

sample. The regression results indirectly support this assumption: For 

one 	the overall coefficients of determination are relatively;high. 

If important systematic differences in thé telationship-existed between 

indUstries, one would mot expect the aggregate function to fit as well 

as it does. .: For.anothet, both the coefficients.. of  determination and 

the significance levels.Of the parameters remain virtUally constant 

from :Sample to sample. 

Another potential difficuty.with the model is that. in focusing • 	: 

solely on the supply side, an important deMand variable might have been 

. ômitted. The inclusion of the demand variable might. alter the observed 

'relationship between : the,dependent variable and R2  in équations two throùgh 

five., The inclusion of a demand variable.into the môdel wouldrequire 
• • 

•emoVement towerds,Simultaneous equation rather than single.equation 

estimation techniques. Fortunately, this does not appear necessary. The 
• 

relatively high R2 .values lend support to the belief that the equations 

are not seriously underspecified. Furthermore, if a bias does exist due 

to an underspecified equation, we can form some a priori notion of its 

direction. A major institutional change affecting demand conditions in 
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Canadian manufacturing industries during this period was the implementa-

tion'of the Canada-U.S. Auto Pact and the Defence Production Sharing 

Arrangement. The Defence Production Sharing Program gave Canadian firms 

equal opportunity to compete with U.S. firms as prime or subcontractors 

in U.S. defence business. A prime beneficiary of this arrangement was 

the aircraft industry which is included in the sample as a part of the 

transport equipment industry. The autopact provided for the elimination 

of duties on trade in all automobiles and components (other than replacement 

parts) between U.S. and Canada.  •  This provided a large boost to Canadian 

exports of autos and trucks. Thus, the failure to include a demand 'variable 

explicitly ,  into the estimating equation is likely to impart an upward bias 

to the R2  parameter in equatiom two. 
• 

,Summary and Conclusions, . 	. 

The study provides some evidence that the R & D growth process is, 

part, dependent upon the sources of funding for R & D expenditures. 

Specifically,  •the growth promoting impact of privately financed R & D 

expenditures appears weaker for the two manufacturing industries receiving 

the bulk of federal government financing than for the other industries 

in our sample. Given the similarity in results for equations one and 

two  it seems reasonable to infer that government funded R & D in these 

two industries also has a weaker growth promoting impact than do private 

•R & D expenditures in other industries. 

The weaker growth promoting impact for the government funded portion 

of R &D is not startling and is consistent with Leonard's findings for the 

U.S. The weaker growth promoting impact for «privately financed R & D in these 
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two. industries:is reVealin&-and suggests thàt private . and.publically 

funded research and deVelopment are complementary aCtivities in the  two; 

industries performing thé bulk  of  government ftinded R & D. There  are 

several possible explanations  for théexistence of such compléMentarity. 

• Ohe possibility is that firms use a substantial portion of:their private 	' 

.funds essentially to generate federal research contracts. Another 	• 

possibility is that private R & D funds are Used to adapt the restilts 

:of goVernment funded R & D to civilian demand patterns. 

• The'empirical testSproVide Some indirect evidence that it is - the 

nature of the R &ILperformed in the transportation equipment and electrical 

incoducts  industries,  rather than the level of exPenditures, which accounts 

for the wçaker R & D growth relationShip in these twb industries. That 

jp,,either the results of government eontracted  research have limited 	• 

spinoffs for exploitation in the market place for non-public-goods-  gr the. 

"market R &•D" oriented industries are better able to,commercially 

exploit technological break throughs than are the "government R & D" 

oriented industries. In  either case, it apPears that in.chooSing policies 

tee stimulate industrialR &,D, the government is. confronting s tradeoff 

. 	• 
_between theprovisiol-vof'Improved "public-type" goods and  more rapid industrial 

growth.. The provision of everniment-contracts for research in the public 

goods area should not be expected to generate growth to the Same extent 
„ 

as Outright evernment grants to firms for performance of market oriented 

R & Dor-aS.indirect meaSures to stimulàte increased private R & D fundin g..10 

10 0  . Sincethe Overwhelming  portion of  federal funds for the performance of 
industrial R & D in 1961 was to support  research and'development for 
defence7related projects', the Conclusions of the study are specific ' 
to this : type Of public good's research. 	 • 
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Appendix  

Table One  

3,11.11414_AILLE2,in  1961 for Fourteen Two-Digit Industries 

Industry 	, 

- Food and Beverages 
Rubber 
Textiles 
Wood Products 	- 
Furniture - 	• • . 
Paper 
Primary Metals 	 • 

Fabricated Metal Products 
Machinery 
Transportation Equipment 
Electrical Products 
Non-metallicMineral Products 
Petroleum Products  • 
CbemicalProducts 	 , 

..111 

.16 
1.08 
1.01 . 
..07 .  
.67 
.45 
•44 . 
.69 

1.10 
1.47 
2,67 . 
.75 
.35 

1.49 

-SàUrce: . 	-- Industrial R & D Expenditures in Canada, 1963. -  



Table Two  

Ri and R2 research intensity measures for 1961 correlated with the Rate
• 	 ofGrc"t1-- tforFour str-9....r°1--z_P" . 

Output Growth Rate 
For Perfod -  11  Intensityjjasure 	Rz  Intensity Measure  

1960-64. 

	

1960-65 	 . 	.6503 

	

1960-66 	 ' 

	

1960-67 	 ..5683•  
1960-68 . 

.0368 

.6706 

.7719 

.5599 

.7131 

Table Three  • 

Intercept 	j . R2i 	 Oi 	R4 	F 

Equation 1 	• 	.970 • 	.323 	 .684* 	-.333 	.768 	15.34•
(14 Industries) 	 (1.72) 	(3.06) 	(-1.39) 
Equation 2 	 .998 	 .357** .701* •  -.332 	.784 	16.76• 

(14 Industries) 	 (1.98) (3.54) 	(1.44) 
Equation 3 	 1.147 	 .466* 	.593* 	-.461** .845 • 21.01 
(12 Industries) 	 (2.98) (3.07) 	(-2.22) 
Equation 4 	 1.028 	 .406** .744* 	-.309 	.834 	19.47 
(12 Industries) 	 (2.22) 	(3.77) 	(-1.42) 	,  • 

Equation 5 	 1.041 	 .369** .834* 	-.279 	.853 •  22.25 
(12 Industries) 	 (2.33) (4.49) 	(-1.36)

•Equation 6 	 .826 	 • 379** ..750* 	-.215 	• .827 	18.52 
(12 Industries) 	 (2.14) (3.80) 	( -.913) 

* 	indicates Significance at'.01 Iével . • 	. .. 	- 	..•

** ..,-.. indicates significance  at .05 te'vel 	. 	. . 	 . 
e 2  Adjusted coefficient of 'determination 	 ... 

.. 
At  ratio is shown in parenthesis below each regresSiOn coefficient 



Data and Sources  

, 

I. Private and federally .  funded R & D intensity measure's in 1961:* 
obtained from Indusètial Research and Development Expenditures. 
in Canada,  Table 12, and Table 13, published by Dominion Bureau 
of Statistics,. 1963.... The reporting unit is zénerally the company. 

2. Output - defined as sales in. the  curreptTeriod plus (minus) the' 
change in:inventory fromthe preceding:Teriod  for the various 
years by industry: obtained from different issues of Taxation 
StatisticS  Tmblished by the.DepartMent of National Revenue. 	- 

3. The index of total employment, (Li), for varieus years by industry: 
obtained frem différent issues of. the Canada Year Book, published, 
by the D.B.S. 

4. The percent of industry assets owned by foreigners: B.W. Wilkinson, 
Canada's International Trade: An Analysis of Recent Trends and  
Patterns, Table 36. 
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. ,..4, --rp..at:deal Of public interest,has been.centered on tile, - .• 

foréi-n ,-) -, r , t .  i- ,-, m; ,nont nrocess and. its effeots'on CanadiPn 

. mal-o.f2 et -. 1ri 

 

	

1') 	i v.r .q1.1!•+›. -i pn 7  

bptP•r1 foreign ownershjp and.the rate of teeh- 	• 

. 1101 	Cl  ohnr7m ir nanada:has become an iMportnht tonir nf • 

- diseussion ar.lonboth.policy-makers and aeademin,(( ,7,8,9), 

It is a.well documented fact that 	e'-x-pditures in 

Canadg have been relatively low in compari'son  w:1. 1h  other JY, d1.1:Ft-

rialj.Zed poUntries. The Gray Report • (-5, u,120) cites the following 

factors as being primarily responsible' for Canada' s comparatively 

.1.ow level of .1?&D ctivi ty an(3. cOmParatively. :poor innovation 

performance: 1. the.relatively small size of Canada's • ' 

domestic': market; 

2. the heavy depTee Of foreign control in 

Canada's  • technolOgically intensive industries, 

and the related •act that parent firms in these 

industries normally. tend to centralitze research'. 

efforts at home;: .  • 	- 

3. 'the heavy.concentration of anada's research „ 
activity outside:the business  sector. 

' 	Apropos the influence of foreign ownership,' ,Safarian, in his._ 

:.study of .the performanee of foreicn owned firms in Canada, deseribed 

:three important characteristics , of.the Canadian situation:: ›: 	• 

1 0 ,  deSpite access. to parental knowledge, foreign subsidiaries do 

perform Substantial •R&D in .Canada; 2.- differencés.in research' 

performance, when • classified by foreign 6,Wnership, were  rio t 

statistically .significant,,and 3. mon-resident owned firms do more 

R&D in relation' to. a1 es  than .do resident oWned firms, but'the 

differenee is statistioally insiulifican4_(10,pp049-50) 

GlOberman has s:ugested that'if i= -J conducted abroa (  is complem-

entary to domestic .R&I), then • reater aecess to foreign technology 

cOuld serve to . .increase rather than decrease :subsidiary 

(4,5,10). • More recent] 7, 1-1.1p 



expenditure.;,4 (9 e  p ,  59) • lh Iis stUdy of. 15 manufacturing industries, 
Globerman feund- that : "in those industries classified as teChnelogieally 
progreSsive,. increaSed foreign ownership is ussociàted with .  greater 
research . intensityu l  (ibid. p.b4). - 	 • 	• 

ASsociatedith the argument that:foreign ownershili -contributes 
to reduced levels of domestic ..U&D is the notion that subsidiaries 
import more technology than resident-owned'firms. Given easier 
access to parent firm technology, this is a_reasonable presumption, 
all other things the same. However; in light of the*evidence 
presented by Searian and Glebermanit is also conceivable tha -L •  
access; to:parental knowledge may enable subsidiaries in Canada te' 
hot only do  more R&b'than their domesticially owned counterPart-s, ; - 
but also te surpass them in technological exports. .Thus . , if foreign 
owned. firms perform more R&D than . :domestically owned firms, it.is • 

also possible that they'export more technology than.resident oWned 
firms. •t is this hypothesis which forms . the bais for the present 
paper, 	 . 
The Model- 	 • • 

.in  an atteMpt.to test the IlypotheSià that.foreign ownership 
does notcontribute to'the deficit in ,Canadas technological 
balance of payments .(orCanada's technological disadvantagè), ,a 

regressien model was specified and eStimated. The dependent variable, 

	

. 	. 
Td-A,was defined . as: dollar'Oayments - Made to foreigners for extramural 
R&D (imports) Minus dollar payments from foreigners for intramural 

R&D (exports), divided by'total •indUstry. sale'. This difference is a 

crude measureof what we are calling Canada 's technelogical dis- .. 
 advantage.Data-were Obtainedand averaged oVer-a five year period. 

(1965'-1969) tcyavoidbiasing associated w•th a •non-reprèsentative 
year. II  should be noted thatï our measure,greatIy underestimates 

the conceptually appropriate measure of the balance of technological 
payments, since it does not include payments made to parent cempaies 
in  the form of Management Or Consillting fees, royalties, liCensing 

fees,: etc. Unfortunately, a -  break-down of these payments for . Jtechnical 



, .J • 

know,h•w is not available . 6:çr industrY group  for  the periôd under 
-d 

study. However, -  • total figures for all - ,manufactUring industries • 
.indicate:that a eomprehensive•measure -Ofeanada's technological 

.disadvantage is On the order of three times the value of our 

measUre. 1 .file values for this variable and - ail the independent 

variables.for the 15.sample industries are proVided in Appendix 

The independent variables.includel 

1.-A foreign ownership variable, - ,F‘O. (5),:measilred as th.ey 
pereentage of industry assets - held by foreign 'corporation's at 

• least "502.,,  of which:.were non-resident owned in 1968; 

2, A concentration index, n(1), •measured as. the percentage . ef-

total factory Shipments of the two digit industry arising - from • 

'component four digit  • industries •  in -which the top  four  firms 

. Produce . 75 or More of total',output.for the year 1965; 	. 

An interaction variable, IN,  which is-the'produet of F.0 

and‘CR. the variable'waS included to test the joint effect 

of the first two variables, 	 • 

A measure . of -  government grants, GG(3), as listed under the 	• 

: Industrial W4A) Incentives'Act, divided by average sales for 

the induStry- .in 1969; 	 ' 	 , • 

5. An.indeX of average firm size,. AS(2), as measured by average 
sales divided by the number.Of establiShments for the given - 

industry  in 1969 ; 

6.. A - discrete variable, Ti. (9 - -) representing interindustry 	- 

; differenees . in technological.  Opportunity, as adapted by 

• Globerman.. 	- 

The industry!:s nominal tariff level in. 1969,takenas a 

proxy Variable for. the lack of prodpet specializationi NT; 
8. A: variable,D, measuring development expenditures as • à 

'percentage of total R&D for 1969. 	 • 

1. The average annual ba;lance of payments deficit when considering 
patents,  •licenses, and technolor;ical know-how over the period 
under study was n5.4 mi llion. he variable Td-A was only :n0.9 
million. Data are from (3), 2able 19 



The sample of 	industries listed . in'Appendi 1 represents 91';:a 

of all industrial Rïd.) for 19O:), and virtually allot manufactUring 

sales for the-s same,year. Therefore-, the . sample may-be:Considered 

to Correspond. substantially to the univérSe of manufacturing firms:- 

The following equatiôà was estimated  foi  ' the  • sample using ordinary' 

least squares: 

Td-A.. a + b1  FO + 2  CR. +b 3  IN. + b4i  GG +b AS +b-T • i 	i • 	5 	i 

• tb7NT + b DE + e . 

 8 
	 • 

' As mentioned above, one would expect a negatiVe relationship 

between foreign•Ownership aA the dependent variable if access 

to the parent' s.  teehnology created à "spinoff' effect and thùs spurr-

ed'net exports. The  conc entration  parameter should be negatiye i :f . 

increased market  • power and profits (resulting from barriers to:. 

ontry•associated with.high • concentration) encourage technological 

innovation.Hlowever, concentrated industries may  bu  inefficient: 

performers  of 1i) as a result of a.lack of competition and, hence, 

an absence 'of incentives to strive for more efficient methodS of 

production, In this ease l,: the concentration parameter would be 

positive. One would expect government grants to encournme individual 

firm R&D, 'and.thus reduce orreversea-dependence on forein tech-

nology.- HoweVer,. the relationship.between governMent grants. and 'the 

dependent variable could be negative if government grants act:to 

reduce more productive private R&D expehditurcs.•' 

•A-feature of - the Wa prpep .m,1 in Canada is the fact  • that the' 	• 

1)u 1 k,of;Ri0 iS conducted in the Tarest firms in an  indu stry, (8, .p. 

Therefore, one:would . expect that-avera./7! firm size .v‘'Ould be F -1 ..r. -kivel 

related to the dependent Varible...'A.firr1H)Téw in sizéi it.. • 

. wo1 j 1,f1 	Pble ro  pertorm.more 	 .rel:fle its reliance 

'on irrlort'eil 	 ''.();.)(2 1 , 1,•found' that inci-eased tecl- 7 . ■ i-f, 1  • 

• 2-, 00l-0'h . ; - 7 	tc 	n increased- research•ih!;e1 	 ) Y,*, 	• 

' mb•7',-.fore• one wou]d expédt-that the technolo -:- 

w0.1) 1.(1  qlso.be . negatively 'related • -i :.;o 

Yhn 	 servie,r, : as a 	for, ‘• , r-nt 

, 	 nresmes • hat as the tariff• irie'r'eai - es, the 



). -'od1T 	iDecia1ization decreases. Ajes! --, 	 . 

li.ke • y..•o be •ess efficient in producL:Lon 
and•as-a.result  of ;1e -tariff, faee'lesS cemOetition . fro -
firmS; One weuld not e)',pect a relativly inefficient 

from foreign. competition to be an - effective innovalor..herefo're, . 
• the nominal tari ['1' variable should bè positively_related to the 

dependent variable'. Development .  expendi.tures aCcounted for 702., of 	. 

total indus trial 1):&Wexpenditures in .nanada_in 19691t has been .  -. 
noted . that foreign subsidiaries .  oftnn :dicpt , produets and preeeSes: 

-developed by the Parent to the •Canadian environiflent, thus cantributinÉ 

- to the high percentage of developwet expenditures. One might, 
• predict 'that the more developMent• ot'iented the industry, >the . more - •• 

•.commercially usefUl results it ,would obtain to sell abroad.-- ThuS, t&. 
• relationship between the percentage of funds spent on development 
• 

 
by  an industry and the•industryi  3 - technological disadvantage 	• ' 	• 
should be negative. 	. • 

In the first ;3eries of .regressiOns , -usinc-: the variable 	it 

was observed that Lhe coneentration' variable• was  • neative 

statistically insignifi .(mmt. II;  • was decidedi,to .drop this:vari'aole 

and let average firm Si .ze act gs'an indirect'measure• of concentric, 

since the two variables ore highly correlated. 	in ••Urn, 	• 
: eliminated the. need for the 'interaction 

Equation 1 reports the—écults for the final estimating' - 
. ecua•ion, (a t—statistic,is-shown'in parenthesis belbw each.cbeffic-

. 
1. Td—A 	-1-•11010. 	..278GG .L.• .244AS —14581.1È. +212NT — .3801bi'j 

_P - _adjusted 'it 	.735;  D.W.= 	- 
AppendiX 2' contains the final regression.run, correlatien. 	• 

coefficient mats x, Eind table of reidUal.s. 
' All variablès  in ed,uation one.have prameters which are 

Significant,at the 05 leVel, eXCept evernment grantS,.whose 

coefficient is'only sid,nifict at the .-20.leve1'. 

(4,20 	• (1.41 ) 	( -2.71) .(*3.15) (2.91) (r11.93) ' 



the GG variable indieates th a. a 	'ernMent grants to an'industry 

increase, so'does that industry's .dependence on foreign technology. 	. 

This may. men thult government grants for R&D - are an ineffectiVe 

stimulant for indiginous research or-that they dietract firms'ffrom • • 

. pursuing coMmercially- or.ented R&D - activities. A more detailed' 	• 

study is reouired before . a . -definitive answer can he provided.' 

All'other parameters had the expected.signs with, the'exception- 
of the foreie;n ownership varialle. - The F.O. coefficient Was positive • 

_and statisticailisignificant al the .0I level. This'observatioW 
supporte the contention that foreign ownerehin leads to support-type . 

laboratories which simply adapt imported. 'parental technoloy;to the 
K 

Canadian environment.  • . However, this conclusion is-soMewhat 

tenuous in the light of the- substantial collinearity between he 
FA., AS, and Ti variablàs. 

Summary and-Cônclusione 	• 	, 
. A study'of 15 manufacturing industries performing' the . bulk' . of - 

industrial. R&D in bannda:indicatee that-foreign-owned firms 	. . 
contribute to Canada!s . technology •-pnyments deficit by importing -• 

. more techhelogy-servicSe.than they export. Although , the•Td-A 	. 
• variable is:a. 'very conservative'eStimate Of  Canada' 113  technological .  
balance of • payments:deficit, a more comprehensive measure •would'likely.' 

strengthen...this. conclusion:. 	 • 	 • 
Reduetions in domestic-tariff levele. appear-to be a:significant 

policy›.option for . stimulating innoVative performance in. Canadian' . 

,manufacturing industries. Concomitant .  increases in average firm size . 
• should alsocontribute to ',01 improved teChnological performancs.. 



Paper 

Primary 
Metals 

Fabricated • 
Met. Prod. 

'INDUSTRIAL 
GROUP - 	. 	 FO 	CR 	IN 	• GG 	AS 	Ti 	.NTr 	DE 

Food and 
Beverages 	19.70 	31.2 	16.94 	528.5 	102.64 	1352 	0 	13.03 

Rubber 	 64.84 	93.1 	61.67 	5741.5 • 	352.18 	7890 	1 • 14.54 	.51: 

Textiles 	- 28.66 	34.9 	46.31 	1616.2 	22.33 	3406 	0 19.64 	.81: 

Wood 
Products 	 1.51 	30.7 	2.33 - 	f 71.5 	14.64 	566 	0 	4.63 	•  .52 12 

Furniture 
el  Fixtures 	13 0.08 •  18.9.. 	0 0 	269 	0 17.95 

	

-106.53 	39.4 	0 	0 	291 • 	6776 	0 	10.65 

	

1931.4 	55.3 	85.74 	4741.4 	655.43 • 	7296 	0 	6.65 	.641 

'Machinery 

TranSport. 
• Equip. 	-464.3 	. 86.6- 70.04 	6065.5 	464,78 	8931 	1 	2.61 

	

15.85 	46.9 	7.11 	333,5 	871.88 	822 	1 	10.38 

	

775.76 	71.8 	23.98 	1721.8 	533.75 	2883 	1 	3,71 	.8 1 7 

Electrical 	. 	 . 
Products 	-308.5 	- 64.2 	• 2.84 	182.3 ,.. 1889.5 	4340 	. 3 	13.73H 	.77 -  

NobH-Metal 	 - 
Min. Prod.. 	508,41 	51.5 	.36.88 • 	1899.3 	122.45 	1086 . 	10.29. 	.36: 

Petroleum 	H 404.87 	99.-5 	- 98,9 	9840,6 	480.12 -. , 23626 	,1 	6,34 . 	.392 

Chemical 
Products 	454.28 	81.5 	15.46 	1260 	• 903.34 	2533 	2 • 	9.39 

- 	• 	' 
, Manuf. 	' -114.24 	53.9 	3.41 	183.8 	814,4. 	- 	407 	2 	14.28 	.7 
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